Estimation of the plasma blob occurrence rate
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As part of the blob duty cycle, the blob detection rate, also called the blob occurrence rate or
simply blob frequency, is of critical importance to predict the impact of plasma blobs on plasma
wall interaction and modification of the scrape-off layer such as the scrape-off layer width. This rate
is estimated based on extrapolation from measurements on present devices. A recent physics-based
prediction of the blob detection rate (G. Fuchert et al. Plasma Physics Controlled Fusion 58, 054006
(2016)) has been compared by means of gyrofluid simulations with varying collisionality and shear
layer strength. The prediction shows a robust agreement within a factor of two despite varying
generation positions and driving instabilities.
PACS numbers:

I.

INTRODUCTION

Transport in the scrape-off layer (SOL) of magnetically
confined fusion experiments is determined to a huge fraction by filamentary structures of enhanced plasma pressure, also called blobs [1–3]. A lot of progress has been
made in understanding the physics of blobs. In particular the relation between blob size δb and velocity vb
has been studied extensively [4–11]. However, it has still
been unknown or there is no general agreement on how,
where and at which rate blobs are generated. The prediction of the blob detection rate fd [12], also called the
blob occurrence rate [13] or simply blob frequency [14],
as part of the blob duty cycle fd τb or blob packing fraction is of great use for practical considerations about the
blob transport, the SOL width [13, 15] and plasma-wall
interaction [14, 15], since especially the large amplitude
events carry the most energy and particles. Whereas the
correlation time of the blob τb ∼ δb /vb can be related
to reasonably well understood quantities, the blob detection rate has to be estimated by experience from devices
currently in operation [13–15], but not from a predictive
formula. A recently developed model enables the quantitative prediction of the blob detection rate in a fusion
plasma [12].
In the following, the basic idea of the model presented
in Ref. [12] is summarized: There is a primal region of
blob generation, where a dominant instability generates
seed fluctuations. An instability with a wave length λ⊥
in the binormal direction propagates with its binormal
phase velocity vph and is additionally advected by the
binormal background E × B velocity vE×B . Therefore
such an instability can excite seed fluctuations at a rate
[12]
fg =

(vE×B + vph )
.
λ⊥

(1)

There exists a typical blob size δb , where coherent blobs

can form [16] which are most stable against secondary
instabilities (Kelvin-Helmholtz and interchange instability) [17, 18]. Therefore, the most stable blob size defines
a selection rule on which scale the seed fluctuations can
develop to blobs. The conversion between the poloidal
blob size δb , defined as the full width (in the binormal
direction) at half maximum (FWHM) of the density perturbation, and the poloidal wave length λ⊥ of the dominant edge instability λ⊥ = 3δb has been used, since the
FWHM of the positive part of a sine wave is approximately λ⊥ /3 [12]. The most stable blob size can be
inferred by model predictions [4, 6]. The blob detection
rate
fd = fg γd

(2)

is predicted to depend on the blob generation rate and
the amplitude distribution function by
γd = 1 −

CDF|a0 thresh
,
CDF|∞
0

(3)

where CDF|ba (cumulative distribution function) denotes
the integral of the distribution from a to b. Whereas
the amplitude distribution function in the SOL tend to
follow a Gamma distribution [3, 19–21], the amplitude
distribution function at the generation position does not
necessarily have to be Gamma distributed. Turbulence is
expected in general to exhibit a close to Gaussian statistics. In ASDEX Upgrade, JET and Alcator C-Mod close
to the separatrix the distribution function is close to
Gaussian [22–24]. The Gamma distribution is very similar to a Gaussian when the shape parameter is large.
Assuming a Gaussian distribution and athresh = 2.5σ
(with the standard deviation σ of the fluctuation signal),
γdgauss ≈ 0.0124 is obtained. In case of an exponential distribution, recently discussed in SOL plasmas in Ref. [25],
γdexp ≈ 0.0821. The model depends on the profiles by
the E × B velocity in Eq. (1), on the underlying instability by the phase velocity in Eq. (1), on the blob model
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due to λ⊥ in Eq. (1) and on the distribution function in
γd in Eq. (2). Therefore, the model can be regarded as
modular in the sense that it generalizes about the type
of instability triggering blob generation and the relevant
blob dynamics. This modularity is necessary, because
there is no entire agreement on which instability may
be responsible for blob generation, or which distribution
function to use. A more detailed discussion can be found
in Ref. [12].
In the present contribution the basic idea of Ref. [12]
is studied with the help of the simulations. To account
for the modularity of the model, the simulations cover
different scenarios realized by a density scan exhibiting
variations in collisionality, shear layer strength and dominant instability. Details on the simulation set are given
in the following section. Although the simulated density
scan qualitatively recover most of the features of a typical
density-ramp up discharge, the quantitative agreement
leaves room for improvement. A detailed study of the
physics of the density ramp-up scenario with optimized
simulation parameters is left for future work.

II.

GEMR SIMULATIONS

0.97
Simulations have been carried out with the threedimensional gyrofluid electromagnetic turbulence model
GEMR [26, 27]. Within this framework, experimental
and modeling results have already been compared with
reasonably good agreement [28–31]. A circular plasma
cross-section with toroidal axisymmetry is assumed. The
coordinate system is aligned with the equilibrium magnetic field. The set of grid points with constant parallel
coordinate represents the drift plane, which is perpendicular to the magnetic field. The open field lines corresponding to the SOL are implemented by the boundary
conditions via a perturbed Debye sheath current [32, 33].
As GEMR is a 3D code no parallel closure is preassigned.
Although being a δ-f limited code the gradients evolve
freely, as required by the strength of fluctuating dynamics in this plasma region. The profiles are included in
the dependent variables also in the polarization, therefore
GEMR is a global model. Details on the self-consistent
treatment of the profiles and MHD equilibrium can be
found in Ref. [26].
The GEMR simulations are adjusted to ASDEX Upgrade parameters (major radius R = 1.65 m, minor radius a = 0.5 m and magnetic field strength B = 2.5 T).
The coordinate system (x, y, s) is in the radial, binormal
and parallel direction to the magnetic field. The simulations are performed on a 128 × 512 × 16 grid, where
only the drift plane (128 × 512) at the outboard midplane is analyzed here. The simulations cover the region 0.95 < ρ < 1.05 corresponding to about 2.5 cm
inside to 2.5 cm outside the LCFS. The radial and binormal resolution of the drift plane is roughly 0.3ρs and
0.5ρs , respectively. About 1 ms is simulated in the saturated phase. To study the density dependence the initial
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FIG. 1: Snapshot of the drift-plane at the outer midplane at
low density (ne = 2.6 · 1018 m−3 ). Red (blue) color indicates
a positive (negative) density fluctuation. Values are given in
units of the local standard deviations.

temperature is kept the same for all simulations (at the
LCFS as the reference electron and ion temperature of
Te = Ti = 60 eV and initial temperature gradient lengths
of LT e = LTi = 4.5 cm). The initial density gradient
length in the confined plasma is also kept the same for
all simulations at Ln = 9 cm. The effective charge is
Zef f = 2 and the safety factor is q = 4.6. Densities are
given by at their LCFS value in this manuscript. The
density at the LCFS varies between 3 · 1018 m−3 and
4.5 · 1019 m−3 . The Greenwald density for these plasmas
is nG = 5.2 · 1019 m−3 , therefore the LCFS density varies
from 5% to 85% of the Greenwald density.
To illustrate the dynamics, two snapshots of the driftplane at the outer midplane are shown. At low densities (Fig. 1) a process is revealed, where blobs in and
outside the confined region merge and thereby transfer
density into the SOL [34]. This exemplifies the picture of
turbulence spreading, where turbulent structures radially
transport energy by merging and breaking up. At high
densities (Fig. 2) much larger blobs are observed, which
are propagating mostly radial from inside to outside of
the simulation domain. However, they still undergo multiple interactions on their path.
The control parameters for the density dependence
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FIG. 3: Local collisionality Λ in the limiter entrance as normalized by Myra et al. [35], and theoretically expected transition to resistive ballooning parameter CωB .
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FIG. 2: Snapshot of the drift-plane at the outer midplane at
high density (ne = 3.4 · 1019 m−3 ).

are the collisionality ν̂ in units of a/cs and the plasma
beta β̂ = 4πnTe /B 2 . The density variation corresponds to changes in 4.9 ≤ ν̂ ≤ 78.4 and 0.54 · 10−5 ≤
β̂ ≤ 8.58 · 10−5 . A transition in the normalized colliLk /cs Ωi
(with parallel connection length
sionality Λ = 1/ν
ei Ωe
Lk , ion sound speed cs , electron-ion collision frequency
e
νei ∼ n3/2
, gyrofrequencies of ions and electrons Ωe,i )
Te
estimated from density and temperature one grid point
ahead of the limiter boundary in parallel direction (Lk ≈
3 m) from below Λ < 1 to above unity Λ > 1 occurs
around an edge density of 1 · 1019 m−3 (Fig. 3). At
this density also the shear layer (Fig. 4) gets strongly
reduced. A reduction of the radial electric field at high
Greenwald fraction as been also reported from HL-2A
[36]. A transition of the dominant turbulence regime
from drift-wave dominated to resistive ballooning dominated is expected to occur at CωB > 1 [37] which corresponds to C > R/2L⊥ ≈ 18.3 with L⊥ = 4.5 cm
and R = 1.65 m. The local normalized collisionality
is given by C = 0.51(me /mi )(qR/L⊥ )2 νe (L⊥ /cs ) and
ωB = 2L⊥ /R with electron and ion masses me and
mi , respectively,
safety factor q and ion sound speed
p
cs =
Te /mi . This transition to resistive ballooning
should occur at densities above 3·1019 m−3 corresponding
to an edge density above 60% of the Greenwald density.

FIG. 4: The radial electric field changes strongly with increasing density. At low density the radial electric field is shown
in a darker color than in for higher densities.

Above this transition (CωB > 1) the well in the radial
electric field is lost (Fig. 4). At these high densities the
density limit occurs. These discharges are characterized
by high radiation, which is not taken into account in the
GEMR model. Although the presented simulation data
set is not a complete realistic image of the transition of
SOL turbulence at high densities, the development from
seed fluctuation to plasma blobs around the separatrix
should be qualitatively well represented by the simulations, providing an adequate testbed for the heuristic
model presented in Ref. [12].
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III.

BLOB TRACKING

Basic characteristics of the blobs are estimated from
the simulated data. For the purpose of determining the
blob detection rate, single pixels in the detection region
(1.015 ≤ ρ ≤ 1.02) are utilized as detectors. To improve
statistics, a whole row of pixels (512) is used. As soon
as the critical threshold of 2.5σ is exceeded, a detection
event is registered. To avoid the detection of multiple
events belonging to a single structure, an insensitive time
of 100 time steps (about 37 µs) after each detection event
is applied. Alternatively, a flexible insensitive time like in
Ref. [38] can be used, where the detector becomes sensitive again, as soon as the density fluctuation drops below
the mean density. Almost identical results are obtained
from both methods and, hence, for simplicity, only those
with the fixed insensitive time are shown. For low densities the blob detection rate decreases with increasing
background density as in the experiments [38].
To characterize the blobs, an object recognition technique has been used. First, a threshold has been applied
for each time frame, to mark regions with high density
fluctuations as possible blobs. Connected areas marked
as blobs are then detected by using a floodfill algorithm,
which additionally gathers information used to calculate
the centroid of the area. In order to obtain the blob size
(FWHM) in y direction, the maximum value for the density fluctuation within the blob area along the centroid’s
radial position has been determined. Then, neighboring
(in y direction) pixels are compared to get the full width
of half maximum. The blob size increases with density.
However, the increase is rather moderate compared to
the experimental findings [38, 39]. blob velocities have
been obtained by tracking blobs over following frames.
Between two successive frames, the detected blobs have
been compared in position, size and velocity. Therefore,
it has been possible to match them accordingly and to
determine, where and when new blobs were formed, how
they move and when they vanish. Once the blob trajectory has been obtained, the velocity is calculated from
the difference in the centroid’s positions and passed time
between successive frames.
Qualitatively, the basic characteristics of the blobs as
shown in Fig. 5 change similar to the experiment [38].
Fewer, larger and faster blobs are observed with increasing density. Compared to the experiment these changes
are rather moderate. The blob size increases linearly by
30 % with density up to 3 · 1019 m−3 and saturates for
larger densities, the velocity increases linearly by 150 %.
The blob velocity is almost linear increasing with blob
size, which points to the inertial regime of blob propagation taking into account the small variation in the
blob size. In contrast to the experiment [39], no change
in the propagation regime is observed. The comparison
is not straightforward as the simulations cover only the
near SOL and the experiments only the far SOL. The
simulation domain covers only 2.5 cm in the SOL.

FIG. 5: Detection rate (a), size (b) and velocity (c) of blobs
with varying background edge density.

IV.

ROBUSTNESS OF BLOB SIZE

In Ref. [12] it is assumed that a typical blob size exists, which is most stable against secondary instability.
In the simulation different blobs sizes occur, the typical blob size δb is estimated as its mean value. How
stable a particular blob size is can be rated by estimating a relative rate of change of the size by (∆δb )/δ(b) =
h(δb (t + 1) − δb (t))2 /δb (t)it with time average h·it . Figure 6a shows the rate of change of different blob sizes
(∆δb )2 /δb for the simulation at nLCF S = 1.2 · 1019 m−3
as an example shown by the blue crosses. The black line
is a fit with a Gaussian kernel to guide the eye. The
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FIG. 6: Example (simulation with ne = 1.06 · 1019 m−3 for
the rate of the change in the blob size in dependence of the
blob size shown by the blue crosses (upper figure). The black
line is a fit with a Gaussian Kernel. The most stable blob
size is indicated by the red triangle. The lower figure shows a
comparison of the most stable blob size (red) with the mean
blob size (blue) over a range of radial positions.

red triangle is located at the fitted curve’s minimum and
therefore marking the most stable blob size. A comparison between the mean size (blue) for a range of radial
positions is shown in Fig. 6b and compared to the most
stable blob size (red) determined from Fig. 6a. The error
bars in Fig. 6b are calculated by the standard deviation
σδb , which is additional weighted by the number N of
measurements of blobs. It can be concluded, that the
mean blob size stays nearly constant over the radius and
both values are in good agreement with each other. Only
moderate changes in the typical blob size are observed
over the simulation region. This behavior is found for all
presented simulations. Therefore, this assumption seems
to be valid to the first order. In experiments in ASDEX
Upgrade the blob size appears also rather constant over
the radius except for very large blobs (δb > 5 cm) at high
densities [38].

V.

BLOB GENERATION
A.

Blob tracking

The detection line has been set to ρpol = 1.015 or
ρ = 1.020, respectively. To estimate the blob birth region all trajectories crossing the detection line are traced
back to their origin. This is called the direct method
in the following. In the present simulations blobs are
not generated at one particular position and most of the
blobs originate from a region outside the confined region. Blobs preferentially generated outside the confined

FIG. 7: Histograms of blob generation position for one simulation as an example (nLCF S = 1.2 · 1019 m−3 ) by using
different methods: direct blob tracking (a), family tree (b),
blob tracking of ion temperature fluctuations (c), fitting the
blob ion temperature to the background value (d), rise in
skewness (e).

region have been reported from NSTX [40]. A physical
explanation for blobs preferentially generated outside the
confined region can be found in Refs. [34, 41]. For the
following procedure the generation area is defined by the
smallest possible region in which 50 % of all trajectories originate from. To detect possible seed fluctuations,
which appear at a lower amplitude, the critical threshold for blob detection has been varied between 0.5σ and
2.5σ in 0.25σ steps and the generation region estimated
in this way does not change and is therefore independent
of the critical threshold. This method estimates the blob
generation region outside the LCFS for all simulations
(Fig. 8). The reason might be the strong interaction of
the blobs in the shear layer region, which lead to slitting and merging of blobs [34]. By investigating the raw
data it is obvious that the blobs undergo multiple interactions with each other and with the background shear
flow before they actually propagate just radially.
After the blob generation position has been estimated,
the velocity of the blobs in the binormal direction corresponding to vExB + vph and the blob size δb are estimated at this position. This position is always a region
over which the quantities are integrated. The blob generation rate fg is calculated following Eq. (1) estimated
at the generation region. The blob detection rate fd is
estimated in a predefined detection line, which has been
set to ρpol = 1.015 or ρ = 1.020, respectively. For the
comparison of generation and detection rate (Eq. (2)),
γd has been evaluated following Eq. (3) using the den-
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The underprediction at low densities is more disconcerting. The transition is accompanied by a strong reduction
of the Er well and the corresponding strong reduction
of the outer shear layer (Fig. 4). At low densities with
a strong shear, a generation process is enabled, who’s
mechanism is based on merging blobs inside and outside the shear layer. Thereby, a density transfer into the
SOL is archived [34]. The blob generation rate hereby
depends on the merging rate and hence, on the relative
velocity of adjacent layers, as well as the rate of blobs
moving from the confinement region into the shear layer.
A blob moving into the shear layer can undergo multiple
merging and splitting events. Taking into account only
the blobs generated outside the confinement leads to an
underestimation.

FIG. 8: Blob generation region for different densities at the
LCFS estimated with different methods: direct blob tracking
(blue), family tree (black), blob tracking of ion temperature
fluctuations (cyan), fitting the blob ion temperature to the
background value (red), rise in skewness (grey).

B.

Blob tracking including a family tree

With this method effects like slitting and merging are
taken into account. As in the direct methods blobs are
traced back to their origin. The origin of a blob is compared to the last position of other blob trajectories. If a
newly generated blob overlaps with the area of another
blob, which had dissipated only a few time steps before,
or shows a displacement of 5 or less pixels from it’s position, both blobs are considered to be of one family. By
taking these effects into account the generation region is
moving a bit inside (Figs. 7b and 8) but shows roughly
the same results as the direct method.

C.

Ion temperature method

FIG. 9: Blob detection rate fd (a), generation rate fg (b),
its ratio fd /fg (c), γd (d) and fd /(γd fg ) for blob birth region
estimated by tracing back blob trajectories from the detection
region ρ = 1.02.

sity fluctuations at the generation position. The result
from the detector position at ρ = 1.020 is shown in
Fig. 9. For low densities (ne < 1019 m−3 ) the blob
occurrence rate fd is underestimated by γd fg , for high
densities (ne > 1019 m−3 ) it is overestimated. Such anticorrelation may indicate a breakdown of the model prediction. Some overprediction by the model prediction
occurs due to the lack of taking blob dissipation into account. Some of the blobs will be dissipated on the way
from their generation position to the detection position.

FIG. 10: Blob detection rate fd (a), generation rate fg (b),
its ratio fd /fg (c), γd (d) and fd /(γd fg ) for blob birth region
estimated by matching background ion temperature with blob
ion temperature at the detection region ρ = 1.02.
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Another method to estimate the generation region of
the seed fluctuation has been proposed in Refs. [42, 43].
It is assumed that the ion temperature of the turbulent
structures is not changing much during their propagation
even if they undergo multiple interactions. It is assumed
that the location of the seed fluctuations is at the position, where the mean ion temperature profile matches
the blob ion temperature. It is observed that the region,
where the ion background temperature matches the ion
temperature of the blobs moves inside with increasing
density (Fig. 8). At low density both positions are close
to each other. At higher background densities the region
determined by the ion temperature is within the confined
region. The detection rate exceeds the model prediction
(Fig. 10e). The discrepancy increases with density as
the blob birth regions moves inside. At very high densities the region, where the background ion temperature
matches the blob ion temperature, moves very close to
the inner boundary of the simulations. This will possibly
lead to some discrepancies as the boundary effects may
influence the results (for example the drop of γd below
0.01 (Fig. 10d)). The discrepancy between detection rate
and model prediction can be either ascribed to the short
comings of the model [12] or to a non representative blob
birth region.
Also the direct method has been applied to the ion
temperature fluctuation field. As shown in Figs. 7c and
8 the results show similar results as the direct method for
the density fluctuations. Therefore, there is some doubt if
the structures are more persistent in the ion temperature
compared to the density.

D.

Usually the skewness is taken to determine the blob
birth position. As blobs are indicated by large positive
events, which is associated to a large skewness, the position where the skewness changes from positive (blob
dominated) to negative (hole dominated) might be seen
as the birth position. However, as shown in Ref. [41]
this does not indicate the position, where most of the
blobs are generated. Instead it has been proposed to use
the position of the strongest increase in the skewness.
The maximum increase in skewness has been estimated as
shown in Fig. 7e. These positions are inside and outside
of the outer shear layers, also inside and outside of the
confined region as shown in Fig. 8. Both of the regions
where the skewness gradient maximizes are taken into account. By splitting up the generation region the overall
agreement between detection rate and model prediction
(Fig. 11e) is improved compared to the other approaches
discussed above.

VI.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Rise in skewness

FIG. 12: Blob detection rate fd in dependence of its prediction
γd fg . Error bars in fd are smaller than the points.

FIG. 11: Blob detection rate fd at detection region ρ = 1.02
(a), generation rate fg (b), its ratio fd /fg (c), γd (d) and
fd /(γd fg ) for blob birth region estimated by the strongest
rise in skewness.

The predictive capability of a recent model for the prediction of the blob detection rate [12] have been studied
by means of gyrofluid simulations. Some aspects of the
blob generation process may be worthwhile to point out
first. There exists a typical blob size, which stays rather
constant across the region of propagation across the separatrix and the near SOL. The most problematic assumption seems to be the primal region of generation. It is
found that blobs are not generated at one particular position. Different methods have been used to define the
primal blob generation position. Tracing back the trajectories of the blobs to their origin, blobs are generated
mostly just outside the last closed flux surface. Matching
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the ion temperature of the blobs to the background ion
temperature implies an inward shift from just outside the
last closed flux surface at low densities into the confined
region with increasing density.
The best agreement (qualitatively and quantitatively
as well) is found for the region determined by the
strongest rise in skewness. However, it should be noted
that using the LCFS position directly also shows a good
agreement and can be used as a first estimate. Despite
varying generation positions corresponding to different
driving instabilities and background flow velocities, a
comparison of the blob occurrence rate with the prediction shows an agreement within a factor of two (summarized in in Fig. 12). This agreement is remarkably
good keeping in mind the simplicity of the approach in
Ref. [12]. Therefore, the model seems to be able to predict or, at least, estimate the blob occurrence rate.

For experimental tests of the model it is recommended
to use the rise in skewness to determine the blob generation region or regions, at which the amplitude distribution function can be obtained directly and the total
binormal velocity (E ×B and phase velocity) can be measured by a time delay estimation method [44].
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